TRANS|COVER™ SOLUTIONS
FOR WHITE GOODS

Full product coverage

AIR|SHIELD™ Provides
optimum protection

Our White Goods range has been
developed as a reusable, high volume
after-sale solution for companies
supporting warrant / non-warranty
repairs, refurbishment, removals, lease &
rental movements.
Our Fridge Freezer cover is an innovative hybrid
solution combining AIR|SHIELD™; a unique,
high impact resistant solution that accompanies
a light weight, durable and sustainable cover,
designed to deliver White Goods to the most
challenging customer locations.
Cosmetic damage and DOA is virtually
eliminated with this easy to use, yet full jacket
protection system. Its versatility means it’s just
as at home in final mile deliveries as it is used
for long term storage.

Doc No. F-10114

Clam Shell Design is
easy to fit and remove

Unbeatable transaction costs are
complimented with a 3-year manufacturer’s
warranty, typically representing 120-150
cycles. The cover accommodates most
modern fridge freezer sizes in one SKU, with
built in future-proofing for additional models
and upgrades.

Why delay, call now for free and
impartial advice

+44 (0)800 292 2129
sales@gaiaps.com
www.gaiaps.com

TRANS|COVER™ SOLUTIONS
FOR UNDER COUNTER

Full product coverage

AIR|SHIELD™ Provides
optimum protection

Our Under Counter range has been
developed as a reusable, high volume,
after-sale solution for companies
supporting warrant / non-warranty
repairs, refurbishment, removals, lease &
rental movements.
Our Under Counter
Coun
cover is an innovative
hybrid solution combining AIR|SHIELD™; a
unique, high impact resistant solution that
combines with a light weight, durable and
sustainable cover, designed to deliver White
Goods to the most challenging customer
locations.
Cosmetic damage and DOA is virtually
eliminated with this easy to use, yet full jacket
protection system. Its versatility means it’s just
as at home in final mile deliveries as it is used
for long term storage.

Doc No. F-10114

Clam Shell Design is
easy to fit and remove

Unbeatable transaction costs are
complimented with a 3-year manufacturer’s
warranty, typically representing 120-150
cycles. The cover accommodates most
modern sizes in one SKU, with built in
future-proofing for subsequent models and
upgrades.

Why delay, call now for free and
impartial advice

+44 (0)800 292 2129
sales@gaiaps.com
www.gaiaps.com

